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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
For this thesis I chose to look at the role of the volunteer in the not for profit 
organization.  The role of the volunteer seems to be getting more complex each day.  
With new technologies, less free time and new generations of volunteers, I asked the 
question: is the arts and culture sector taking full advantage of what is known from 
research and practice regarding volunteers? 
This thesis examines—through research and through my own personal work on a 
not for profit board—the important and essential role that volunteers play, or can 
play, in the not for profit organization.  I will examine who volunteers, best 
practices for volunteer engagement and, again, whether or not the arts and culture 
sector is taking full advantage of what is known from research and practice 
regarding volunteerism.  My conclusion is that we are not taking full advantage of 
what is known for volunteers.  Through applying some of these best practices, arts 
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organizations could utilize a volunteer staff in much more effective ways to drive 
and improve their organizations.   
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Introduction 
 
Not For Profit organizations are stretched thin.  They constantly need to do more, 
with less.  This thesis examines, through research and personal experience, the 
important and essential role that volunteers play in the not-for-profit organization.  
I will examine those who volunteer, best practices for volunteer engagement, and 
whether the arts and culture sector is taking full advantage of what is known from 
research and practice regarding volunteerism.  
 
These are all important questions because they deal with exploring ways of 
reinvigorating and retaining volunteers at nonprofit organizations, including those 
in the arts and culture sector, where volunteers work not for financial gain but 
because they are ideologically connected to the organization.  Nonprofit 
organizations are primarily dependent on volunteer involvement in fully 
accomplishing their missions and objectives.  
 
Many organizations have recently noticed that today’s volunteers are significantly 
different from those of other generations.  New Technologies, new demands and 
new lifestyles prove there are new and different ways to volunteer.  In the past, 
volunteering was necessary for survival.  Today people volunteer when and how 
they are able, more often as scheduled activity.  Volunteering used to be done by 
people who were not employed, but now more by those working full time. 
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Volunteer time is no longer unlimited, but limited in time and scope of activities.   
 
 There are a variety of factors that contribute to successful management of 
volunteers, including understanding demographic factors, motivating factors, and 
competencies. 3 
It's easy to make a buck.  It's a lot tougher to make a difference.  ~Tom Brokaw 
 
According to Dictionary.com, the definition of volunteer is as follows;  
vol·un·teer noun 
1. a person who voluntarily offers himself or herself for a service or undertaking.  
2. a person who performs a service willingly and without pay.  
 
Volunteering is any activity in which time is given freely to benefit another person, 
group or cause. Volunteering is part of a cluster of helping behaviors, entailing 
more commitment than spontaneous assistance but narrower in scope than the care 
provided to family and friends.  Positive effects are found for life-satisfaction, self-
esteem, self-rated health, and for educational and occupational achievement, 
functional ability, and mortality. 1  
 
“Washington, DC — Volunteers provide a powerful economic and social benefit 
to communities across the nation, with 62.8 million adults serving almost 8.1 
billion hours through organizations in 2010, according to research released today 
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[August 8, 2011] by the federal Corporation for National and Community Service 
(CNCS). 
 
The agency’s annual Volunteering in America research finds that America’s 
volunteers provided services valued at nearly $173 billion to communities and the 
nation last year, using Independent Sector’s estimate of the dollar value of volunteer 
time.” 
 
Volunteering encompasses a great number of people, time, money and thought.  
In fact, according to volunteeringinamerica.gov, a comprehensive website 
containing information on volunteering and civic engagement; 8.1 billion hours 
were volunteered in 2011.  This number translates to $173 billion dollars of time 
volunteered.  Linette Singleton in her article, Volunteering, from the Singleton 
Consulting Group, Inc. states that “while organizations across the country are 
struggling to provide more services with fewer resources, volunteers are making 
a real and lasting impact.”  The Top Five States for Volunteer Rates are Utah, 
Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska and South Dakota.   
 
“Volunteers are the lifeblood of the nonprofit sector. Just about every nonprofit 
charitable organization uses volunteers in some capacity. In most cases, board 
members serve without compensation. For many nonprofit organizations in the 
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United States, volunteers do all the work, from planting the trees to paying the bills. 
Even if your organization employs paid staff, volunteers still provide valuable 
service. Organizations depend on volunteers to staff telephone hotlines, lead scout 
troops, provide tutoring, coach youth sports teams, serve hot meals, organize 
fundraising events, and stuff envelopes. So if one is going to manage a nonprofit 
organization, you need to know how to work with volunteers. 
 
The classic stereotype of a volunteer is someone who has lots of time to spare and is 
looking for something to do. Although this perception may have been true in the 
past when many women stayed out of the workplace and gave their energies to 
charity, the stereotype no longer fits. Women still volunteer more than men, and 
people between the ages of 35 and 44 are the likeliest to volunteer. Those members 
of the "likeliest group" also are likely to be balancing careers with raising families, 
not to mention taking care of aging parents, going to the gym, and keeping up with 
e-mail.” 2 
 
Peter Drucker states, “Few people are aware that the nonprofit sector is by far 
America’s largest employer.  Every other adult- a total of 80 million- plus people- 
works as a volunteer, giving on average nearly five hours each week to one or 
several nonprofit organizations.  This is equal to 10 million full-time jobs.  Were 
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volunteers paid, their wages, even at minimum rate, would amount to some $150 
billion, or 5 percent of GNP”3  
 
Based on these statistics, we know that many people volunteer their valuable and 
limited time.  But why do people volunteer?  Based on the aforementioned 
definition, it seems that it is someone who offers herself willingly without pay and 
without regard for self.  When using the term volunteer, people often think of 
someone who is selfless, someone who can focus on others much more than 
themselves.  Someone better than we are.  The following article states that this is not 
always the case.  When people realize the benefits of volunteering, it can be 
mutually beneficial, both to the recipient and to the volunteer.  This makes 
volunteering not necessarily selfish, but not selfless either. 
 
Susan Ellis, in The Volunteer Recruitment book, states; “People volunteer for a wide 
variety of reasons.  Some motives are altruistic in that they involve a desire to help 
others, or philanthropic, in that they are for the public good.  There are even 
indications that involving oneself in the greater community is a natural human 
need, and that those who volunteer are actually healthier than those who do not.”   
 
The United Way Website, offers the following six potential benefits of volunteering:  
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Volunteering can be an opportunity to learn more about something you enjoy 
doing.  
If you like working with kids, get involved at a summer camp or help younger 
students with their schoolwork. If you like to cook, make dinner for the families at a 
soup kitchen or help out at a homeless shelter. Or if you enjoy playing sports, play 
games with the kids at a neighborhood center. Look for opportunities that allow 
you really explore areas that already interest you.  
Meet people you might not ordinarily meet 
By volunteering in a group, you'll meet other people with the same interests you 
have. If your grandparents have passed away or live far away and you don't get to 
see them often, you can become friends with a senior adult and adopt them as your 
"grandma" or "grandpa. By volunteering with an agency that helps refugees, you 
can meet people who have come here from other countries. You'll learn about their 
culture and help them adapt to life here. 
Volunteer activities add value to college applications and work resumes 
College admission staffs want to know who you are as a person. They're looking for 
well-rounded individuals who will give their best both within and outside the 
classroom. Potential employers want to know if you show up on time, can take 
direction, are responsible, and work well with others. A good reference from an 
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agency you've volunteered with can help them decide that you'd be a good 
employee. 
It's fun 
People who volunteer often say that they get more out of the experience than they 
give. Giving of your time and energy makes you feel good about yourself and raises 
your self-esteem. Working with other volunteers builds friendships. 
You're sharing your talents and knowledge with others 
You have skills, talents, knowledge, experience, personality and passion. Each of us 
is unique and has something to share with others. 
You're advancing the common good 
Sometimes we look at the way the world is and think, "This isn't the way things are 
supposed to be." By volunteering, you can help make a positive change in the 
world. Each of us wants to live in a community where families are healthy and 
strong, where children are given the help they need to succeed in school, where 
people with disabilities and the elderly are able to live as independently as possible, 
and where people live in safe, supportive neighborhoods. 
By volunteering, you help make your community a better place to live, and you 
become part of the solution. 
In the United States, volunteering started when we were just becoming a nation.  
The book, “By The People: A History of Americans as Volunteers,”  chronicles 
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American history through volunteerism.  The first section is entitled Volunteers 
found a nation and talks and begins with 1607 Jamestown, Virginia and ends with 
1781 with the Revolutionary War ending and the Articles of Confederation being 
adopted.   
Many great men and women spent countless hours volunteering time and energies 
to making this nation great.  One of the founding fathers, known for his inventions 
and being an accomplished theorist and civic activist, was Benjamin Franklin.   
“In 1736 Benjamin Franklin recommended formation of a volunteer fire fighting 
force called the Union Fire Company, and served on it as America’s first volunteer 
fire chief.”4      
This is still a common practice in many small towns.  We, as a nation, have also 
fought many local and world wars, built, run and finished through volunteers 
“playing their parts”  “What makes individuals worthy of historical note?  
Traditionally, it has been their political power; their literary, artistic, or scientific 
genius; their willingness to take unusual risks (which are usually only remembered 
if successful); or their creation of large and lasting enterprises. Fame comes from 
impact.  Our position is that the individual and combined volunteer actions of 
thousands of unnamed citizens have had an impact on American society. These 
actions were by citizens who became involved, not because of coercion or profit, but 
because they recognized a need and were willing to take responsibility for meeting 
that need.” 5  
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Where then are volunteers currently spending their time?  According to the 
Corporation for National & Community Service volunteering in America 2007 City 
Trends and Rankings, the highest percent of volunteers in the nation comes from 
Religious volunteers -35.3%.  The second highest percent of volunteers is from 
Educational or youth service-27%.  Social or community Service makes up 13.1% of 
volunteers followed by Civic, political, professional or international-6.6%, Other 
6.6%, and lastly Sport, hobby, cultural or arts making up 3.6% of volunteers.   
 
 
 
Is the arts and culture sector taking full advantage of what is known from research 
and practice regarding volunteers? 
I believe the short answer to this question is no.  I have seen circumstances where 
arts and culture organizations have volunteers as the last thought in a long line of 
thoughts within the organization.  When the term is brought up, it often refers to 
the group that stuffs envelopes, sends mailers, or helps people find their seats for 
performances.  As I have found in my research, volunteers can serve a much more 
effective purpose in arts and culture and we do not take advantage of the wonderful 
resources that we have access to.    
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Volunteers are the only human beings on the face of the earth who reflect this 
nation's compassion, unselfish caring, patience, and just plain love for one another. -
Erma Bombeck  
 
People make time for what they feel is important.  In order to create a sense of 
importance for volunteers, stimulation and engagement must be a focus.   
“More people need to understand that people will make time to volunteer if they 
are stimulated and engaged. Our research shows that the primary difference 
between volunteers and non-volunteers, when measuring what they do with their 
time, is the amount of television they watch. People who do not volunteer watch 
hundreds of hours of additional TV a year compared to people who do volunteer. 
It’s not that people don’t have enough time to volunteer. People do not volunteer 
because nonprofits do not provide them with volunteer opportunities that interest 
them enough to pull them away from their television sets.”6  
 
Volunteers need opportunities that interest them enough to pull them away from 
their television.  Although there is much written about the recruitment of 
volunteers, for the scope of this paper I will focus on what to do when we have 
people who are interested, and how we can keep them interested.  You’ve got 
interested people, who have gotten off their couch, and really believe in what you 
are doing?  What now? 
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Another highly recommended best practice is to create job descriptions for 
volunteer positions. Unless and until an organization has determined why 
volunteers are needed and the specific jobs they will be asked to perform, 
recruitment, training, management, and evaluation of unpaid workers are nearly 
hopeless tasks.7 
 
A job description can help volunteers have a very clear idea of what they are to do, 
and exactly how they are to do it.  Without a job description, volunteers will have a 
difficult time determining how they are successful, how they are useful, and 
ultimately determine that this particular opportunity is not worthy of their time.   
JL Brudney states that volunteers—once brought onboard—should be provided 
with orientation and basic training including the “skills, knowledge, and 
procedures required”.8  
 
 
This stimulation and engagement of volunteers begins with informative and 
effective training.  This does just what an “orientation” would suggest.  It orients 
volunteers to the organization and to their positions.  Like a compass for a sailor at 
sea—or a modern day GPS—orientation can provide much needed direction and, if 
used correctly, can help to create purpose and meaning in their role.    
 
KM Penrod suggests that there be an informal and formal orientation.  
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“The informal orientation is the collection of varied information from other than a 
structured setting, which a person has collected before volunteering. Information is 
gathered from experience, statements in newspapers, informal conversations held 
with current volunteers, comments made during the recruitment process, and from 
Extension newsletters, fliers, electronic media, and bulletins. This process gives 
volunteers an initial view of their potential role and the organization's focus. If the 
informal orientation is influenced by inaccurate information, it won't accurately 
represent the organizational goals. A leader should discover an individual's 
knowledge and beliefs, and then begin to structure both the informal and the formal 
orientation process to accurately communicate the organization's goals.  
 
The formal orientation process is a structured and focused set of teaching and 
learning activities that help prepare the volunteer for a specific role. These activities 
may include explaining organizational by-laws, operating procedures, related 
policies, benefits, volunteer expectations, organizational goals, structure, and 
objectives. During formal orientation, a leader should share written materials, 
conduct prepared presentations, and get feedback through dialogue or evaluation to 
be confident that those involved have accurate information about the organization 
and the job to be completed.  
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The orientation phase allows leaders to articulate the vision, mission, and goals at 
the beginning of a new volunteer's involvement, thus positioning the volunteer and 
related activity in an organizational framework.”  
 
“Volunteers must know that something meaningful happened because they were 
involved. When a leader can arrange for both project accomplishment and 
individual growth, Extension's human development goals are achieved.” 9 
 
 I do believe that effective training begins with a comprehensive, informative 
orientation.  Being able to articulate the organizations mission and goals gets people 
the first “why” behind what they are about to give their time to.  The process does 
just what the title would suggest; it orients people to the organization and the tasks 
at hand.  This could be a combination of both philosophical and practical.  People 
who know exactly what they are doing often feel much less anxiety in doing it. 
 
Once a formal training takes place, an informal interview can follow.  This may be 
adapted to the specific volunteer situation, but should include whatever steps 
necessary to discover volunteer talents and work to match them to tasks or 
activities.  For example, an interview with a volunteer whose role will to be to usher 
guests at a concert may reveal that they are a Physician Assistant or have 
emergency medical training.  This information may enhance the way they are 
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positioned for large events, or may assist in the training of other volunteers.  It may 
also save the organization money, as they may no longer need to hire additional 
medical personnel to be on hand.  Or perhaps a volunteer whose day job is at a 
financial organization may assist in streamlining financial processes of the 
nonprofit, or may offer best practices.   
 
What happens if we skip this step?  The following is a suggestion of what might 
occur by Not Matching Volunteers’ Skills with Assignments.  
“Volunteers with valuable and specialized skills are often dispatched to do manual 
labor rather than tasks that use their professional talents. The prime goals of 
corporate volunteer programs, for example, are building teams and increasing 
morale, which are most easily accomplished by groups of people doing manual 
labor. For example, every spring in cities across the country, hundreds of 
professionals turn out to paint walls and plant flowers at local schools. Although 
this has its time and place, most community organizations really need an ongoing 
involvement that taps volunteers’ professional skills rather than a onetime project 
that uses their manual labor. Volunteers often don’t get much out of the experience, 
either. Many of these volunteers get an empty feeling when they know that the job 
they’ve been given is make-work or a photo op.” 10. 
In most cases the informal training should continue throughout the volunteers 
tenure.    
“In addition, experts endorse ongoing or in-service training for volunteers: 
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“Training is an ongoing part of participation in an organization and it is imperative 
that in-service training be provided.”11   
 
If training is not continuous, volunteers have the potential to get lost in the shuffle 
or to just lose interest; interest that, in some cases, could be sustained through a few 
short conversations and questions.   
 
Volunteers with valuable and specialized skills are often dispatched to do manual 
labor rather than tasks that use their professional talents. The prime goals of 
corporate volunteer programs, for example, are building teams and increasing 
morale, which is most easily accomplished by groups of people doing manual labor. 
For example, every spring in cities across the country, hundreds of professionals 
turn out to paint walls and plant flowers at local schools. Although this has its time 
and place, most community organizations really need an ongoing involvement that 
taps volunteers’ professional skills rather than a onetime project that uses their 
manual labor. Volunteers often don’t get much out of the experience, either. Many 
of these volunteers get an empty feeling when they know that the job they’ve been 
given is make-work or a photo op.12   
 
“This best practice is thought to alleviate potential problems of volunteer boredom, 
burn-out, and turnover that might otherwise occur were the organization to 
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continue to treat experienced volunteers as if they were still new to the 
organization” 13 
 
In addition to effective training and matching skills with assignments recognition is 
a giant factor in retention.   
“Charities interested in increasing retention of volunteers should invest in 
recognizing volunteers, providing training and professional development for them, 
and screening volunteers and matching them to organizational tasks. These 
practices all center on enriching the volunteer experience.” 14 
 
Tenth Presbyterian Church was founded in 1828 and now lies in the heart of 
Philadelphia at 17th and Spruce. It has about 1,500 members and hosts about 1,400 
people each week at its three Sunday services. 15 
 
The church has a regular staff but is governed by a board of elders and deacons.  
The elders jointly have the government and spiritual oversight of the Church, 
including teaching.  The office of deacon is not one of rule, but rather of service both 
to the physical and spiritual needs of the people.  The office is one of sympathy and 
service to help others in time of need. 16 
 
Over the years many things added to their work have burdened the deacons.  They 
currently work with meeting needs of individuals and families as well as the 
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operations involving running the services.  They have worked on greeting, 
ushering, setup, communion and work as the administrators of benevolence funds.   
 
Deacons are elected by the church and serve for one 3-year term.  They may serve 
up to 2 consecutive terms then they must take a sabbatical year.  Deacons are 
volunteers, in that they receive no compensation or goods in return for their service 
to the church. 
The problem Tenth Presbyterian faced was that deacons were not returning after 
serving their first, 3-year term, and new deacons were not saying yes to coming 
onto the board.  The question the church faced was: how do we recruit, train, and 
sustain deacons or volunteers? 
 
This is an important question because it deals with exploring ways of reinvigorating 
and retaining volunteers at nonprofit organizations, including those in the arts and 
culture sector, where volunteers work not for financial gain but because they are 
ideologically connected to the organization.  One of the initial problems I proposed, 
when taking over as Chairman of the Board of Deacons, was to streamline the 
responsibilities and take away all of the “extra” things that the Deacons were doing.  
I quickly learned that attempting to change things with immediacy would be a 
difficult task.  After talking with some of the other Deacons, we decided to form a 
Review Committee called the Diaconal Review Committee, or the DRC for short.  
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We realized that if we were going to get rid of the extra “stuff” we were doing we 
needed a clear mission and vision.  The following was the initial DRC charge; 
 
Recommendation:  
That the Diaconate of Tenth Presbyterian Church assess the effectiveness of its 
current structure with the goal of making recommendations for improvement, 
under the general oversight of the Session. 
  
Rationale:  
That Nominating Committee has experienced ongoing difficulty in recruiting and 
retaining deacons (and also deaconesses).  The need is particularly acute for 2010, 
and we may fall well short of the number of officers needed.  Although this may be 
a sign that as a church we are failing to develop servant-leaders, it may also indicate 
that we are failing to provide a diaconal experience that energizes our deacons and 
deaconesses or inspires a life-long commitment to this vital ministry of the church. 
 
In addition, there seems to be some disagreement among the elders (and perhaps 
also the deacons) about the proper calling of our diaconate: Are the deacons bearing 
the proper burden in facilitating our worship services, or should their service be 
oriented more towards mercy ministry, including cases of benevolence? 
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Finally, there seems to be some ongoing frustration within the diaconate 
surrounding benevolence cases, as well as some tension with the pastors and elders 
over how these cases are handled.  A careful review may help to clarify the calling 
of our deacons and deaconesses, as well as strengthen and sustain them in their 
kingdom work 
 
Composition: 
The Review Committee will be comprised of three deacons, three deaconesses, and 
two elders with experience in diaconal work, with Marion Clark, Phil Ryken, and 
Jamin Ferner (as Chairman of the Deacons).  The Senior Minister will appoint the 
elders; the deacons and deaconesses will be appointed by the Chair of the Deacons, 
based on recommendations from the Executive Board. 
  
Tasks: 
• Review the mission and job description for deacons/deaconesses, with 
reference to Scripture and the Book of Church Order. 
• Interview other churches for best diaconal practices. 
• Conduct a survey of current and former deacons and deaconesses to 
understand what is working most and least effectively. 
• Present a preliminary report of findings.. 
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• Formulate specific recommendations for revising the deacon’s job 
description and/or improving the effectiveness of diaconal ministry at Tenth 
Church. 
 
Timeline: 
September 22—recommendation presented to the Session and Diaconate for 
approval. 
October—committee begins to meet, as selected. 
January Retreat—preliminary findings brought to the Session and Diaconate for 
discussion. 
Spring—recommendations presented to the Diaconate for discussion and approval 
before being presented to the Session for final approval and then implementation. 
 
After forming the committee and sub committees we determined that the next step 
would be questionnaires.   
The final step was implementing changes based on the results. 
 
1. Recommendations from Biblical Survey 
a. To embrace the biblical (and Presbyterian) flexibility of diaconal 
service.  In particular, to affirm that providing benevolence and 
assisting people to worship are both legitimate areas of diaconal 
service. 
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b. To improve the training of deacons/esses in Reformed theology and 
diaconal practice, including the development of a mentoring 
program for deacons/esses in training. 
c. To plan dynamic quarterly meetings of the diaconate, which inspire 
diaconal service through worship, encouragement, training, and 
ministry, reports. 
d. To place a higher priority on parish and committee meetings as the 
primary places where diaconal work is coordinated, perhaps through 
the leadership of a Parish Deacon. 
e. To make every effort to recruit and train gifted, godly members of 
the congregation to assist in every aspect of diaconal work, but 
especially to widen the pool of people who assist with security, 
communion, and other aspects of the worship service, under the 
leadership of the diaconate. 
f. To consider broadening our diaconate to include servant-hearted 
members who work regularly in various kinds of mercy ministry (for 
example: ACTS Ministries, Stewardship Committee) but may not 
serve primarily in the parish or carry a full load in assisting worship.  
g. To appoint one or more deacons to service with the Trustees, in 
recognition that this is an appropriate area for diaconal service. 
h. To consider raising the dollar amounts that individual deacons and 
deaconesses are able to approve for benevolence needs, and to erect a 
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benevolence commission that is gifted, empowered, and trained to 
act rapidly on all large or long-term cases (as opposed to taking such 
cases to the diaconate as a whole). 
i. To arrange for regular pastoral involvement in meetings of the full 
diaconate, executive committee, and benevolence committee. 
j. To reorganize the Diaconal Review Committee after the January 
retreat, assigning sub-committees to re-write the diaconal job 
description, to conduct a comprehensive review of the diaconal 
manual, and to recommend resources for the wider diaconate to read 
and review.   
 
 
2. Recommendations from Congregational Survey 
a. Communicate Tenth's position on deaconesses through something 
such as Tenth Press article or sermon.  
b. Better exposure of parish to their deacons/deaconesses, for example 
cardstock grade card of parish council members with addresses and 
phone numbers, maybe with pictures as well? Also place on website. 
c. Include process for benevolence and other requests in new members' 
handbook if not already there; possibly also Tenth press article. 
d. We have fairly good systems in place for financial assistance, meals, 
and setting a budget; providing transportation seems to be less well-
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organized. Can that be more formally organized, utilizing members 
of the congregation as well? 
e. We need to find a way to find and tap into these people who are 
willing to get more involved!  Definitely should explore some kind of 
leadership training, and ways to sign people up for volunteer work, 
especially helping with transportation and with Sunday worship. 
 
 
 
3. Recommendations from Elder/Staff Survey 
a. Provide teaching that is clear and ongoing about the importance and 
practical functions of Mercy/Benevolence. 
b. Develop a systematic means of training for diaconal candidates and 
an ongoing teaching process for all deacons and deaconesses.  
c. Any restructuring should have the objectives to: 
i. improve partnering between deacons/esses and elders and 
pastoral staff 
ii. reduce workload, either by streamlining processes, sharing 
duties with volunteers and with one another, including elders 
 
4. Recommendations from Diaconate Survey 
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a. “Strengths/Weaknesses” and/or “Spiritual Gifts” inventories should 
be taken by all of the diaconate.  This may serve to get more of the 
diaconate involved in accurate ways, to utilize skills, and to combat 
the frustration of “too much being done by too few.” 
b. Determine ways for deacons and elders to work together, possibly at 
the parish level through visitation and calls.   
c. Possible introduction and testimony of one elder to the deacons at 
each monthly meeting; introduction and testimony of one deacon to 
the elders at the same meeting. 
d. Increase congregational involvement (in work projects, serving 
during services, etc.) to help us identify potential diaconal recruits.  
This may also strengthen the diaconate-congregation connection as 
well as provide opportunities for congregants to serve. 
e. Some respondents mentioned the need for counseling in cases. 
f. Additional evaluations could help with proper placement of 
incoming recruits, as well as aid future operations per suggestions of 
outgoing deacons and deaconesses. 
 
5. Recommendations from Church Survey 
a. Redevelop/redefine the Director of Mercy Ministries job description 
to benefit Tenth’s diaconate and diaconal ministry through training, 
cooperation, and consultation. 
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i. Help develop a working partnership between  the deacs and 
the DMM 
b. Develop new training curriculum  
i. Require all deacons and diaconal candidates to take training 
classes  
ii. Make sure they are prepared to serve in advance  
c. Develop new guidelines 
i. Shift the deacon paradigm from doing to 
coordinating/facilitating 
ii. Give the deacs more power to make decisions on their own as 
they seek to serve those in need. 
iii. Allow them to serve according to their gifts 
d. Do whatever is necessary to fully develop Tenth’s database  
i. Make equipping the saints a priority 
ii. Make better use of volunteers 
iii. Free up the deacs for more service of benevolence/mercy 
e. Map Tenth’s most vulnerable members on a geographic grid so they 
don’t “fall between the cracks”.  
f. Seek ways to encourage and build up the deacs (what would they 
consider encouraging?) 
i. Prevent ministry fatigue and burn-out from the very 
beginning. 
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g. Make the parish system workable 
i. Learn how Tenth can use the models of Briarwood and 
Capitol Hill. 
ii. Employ Tenth Women and other groups for greater service in 
the parishes 
iii. Identify what transferable service models are operating 
“unofficially” in the church/parish and empower them to use 
their gifts to the fullest.  
Throughout this process I learned that in order to make lasting changes and get 
“buy in” from the organization, getting the process going can sometimes be the 
most effective solution.  While many of the changes took place from forming a 
committee, putting out questionnaires to churches of similar scope, sending 
questionnaires to current and former volunteers, and to the constituents, and then 
taking those results and making effective, informed decisions, sometimes effective 
decisions were decided in stairway conversations.  I found that just by raising 
questions, and listening, we could change direction through empowering our 
volunteers.    
 
 
I spoke with Susan J. Ellis on the subject of volunteers and she stated, “So the short 
answer to your comprehensive question [Do you believe the arts and culture sector 
is taking full advantage of what is known about how to maximize the role of 
volunteers] is:  no.  “Taking full advantage”?  Absolutely not.  “Stuck in an aging 
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model of volunteer involvement”?  Yes!  But there are some shining examples of 
new ideas.  The museum world is more advanced than the performing arts 
community, but all are more focused on raising money than on raising people. 
 
 
According to the 2012 National Arts Index Key Findings, The arts industries 
continue to follow the nation’s business cycle: While it may be no surprise that the 
arts track the economy, most people are unaware of the size of the sector. The arts 
are an economic force of 113,000 nonprofit arts organizations and nearly 800,000 
more arts businesses, 2.2 million artists in the workforce, plus billions of dollars in 
consumer spending. The Index is strong when consumer confidence and GDP 
growth are strong. 17  
 
According to the Philanthropy News Digest, posted February 28th 2012; 
“Morgan Stanley, which hosted the Billion + Change event in New York City, 
research has shown that skills-based volunteer programs in areas such as general 
operations, technology, and professional services can generate as much as 400 
percent more value than traditional volunteering. To date, companies that have 
made pledges to the campaign have committed more than eleven million hours of 
time and talent to nonprofits by 2013.” "Over the past few years, we've seen a real 
shift in the number of companies — both large and small — that are realizing the 
many benefits of pro bono service, both in helping expand nonprofit capacity and in 
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boosting the skill set and morale of their own workforce," said Case Foundation 
CEO Jean Case, a founding member of the leadership committee of A Billion + 
Change. "We're pleased to join Morgan Stanley and the leadership committee in 
celebrating an important milestone today — but we're not done, and we're looking 
forward to welcoming more businesses into the pro bono movement." 
So when the economy is difficult, people are out of work, and consumer spending is 
down, it will be vital for not for profit organizations to take advantage of the 
resources of volunteers.   
According to the 2009 Deloitte Volunteer IMPACT Survey, nearly 40 percent of 
nonprofit executives said that, despite the recession, they will spend between 
$50,000 and $250,000 or more on outside contractors and consultants this year, while 
24 percent said they have no plans to use skilled volunteers or pro bono support in 
any capacity. While 35 percent of nonprofits and 26 percent of corporations have no 
one in charge of volunteer management and employee volunteer programs, 
respectively, 17 percent of corporations have no employee volunteer program at all. 
 
The survey suggests that the slow adoption of skilled volunteer services has been 
due in part to a widespread lack of knowledge among nonprofits when it comes to 
securing pro bono projects. Nearly all nonprofits surveyed (97 percent) did not 
know who in a company to approach with pro bono requests, while 95 percent did 
not know which companies to appeal to with such a request. 
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"The current economic crisis and the new administration's national call for service 
underscores the need for corporations and nonprofits alike to broaden their 
definition of corporate giving," said Deloitte CEO Barry Salzberg. "Nonprofits and 
corporations are encouraged to think of pro bono and skill-based volunteerism as a 
valuable form of currency. It is an opportunity to more fully maximize corporate 
assets, especially when demand for nonprofit services are on the rise and corporate 
giving is on the decline."18 
Corporate America Values Skilled Volunteerism as a Means to Social Change, 
Survey Finds Increasingly, corporations regard workplace volunteerism as a 
means to effect long-term social change and are offering their employees skilled 
volunteer opportunities, an annual survey from New York City-based Deloitte 
finds. 
According to the 2010 Deloitte Volunteer IMPACT Survey , 84 percent of corporate 
managers believe volunteerism can help nonprofits achieve long-term goals. The 
survey also found that whereas 50 percent of respondents offered skills-based 
volunteer opportunities in 2009, 60 percent now report offering options for 
employee-selected projects, while 64 percent offer options that fit the companies' 
philanthropic focus. Top criteria for determining workplace volunteer activities 
include the potential to help mitigate a social problem, help a nonprofit 
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organization function more effectively, help a nonprofit serve more clients, promote 
good corporate citizenship values, and enhance employee morale. 
 
At the same time, the survey suggests that consistent communication, 
measurement, and accountability in employee volunteer programs are lacking. 
Fewer than half the corporations, for example, reported that they always discuss 
with nonprofits how the volunteer projects will help address short-term needs, 
create long-term social impact, or help the nonprofits function more effectively, 
while only 38 percent work with nonprofits to customize metrics to measure the 
impact of volunteer time. 
 
"Nonprofit organizations are not just looking for more and more people to 
volunteer; they are looking for people who have specific skills and can help them 
accomplish sophisticated goals," said Evan Hochberg, national community 
involvement director at Deloitte Services. "The great news in the data is that 
companies have begun to look at volunteerism as a means to help accomplish social 
objectives, but that requires a different conversation than the one that might be had 
about organizing traditional, hands-on volunteerism events." 
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As Not For Profit Organizations lose funding and need to do more with less 
continuously, tapping their volunteer resources will be a crucial best practice.   
 
“The time and energy required to recruit, train, supervise, and evaluate volunteers 
can be considerable.  Volunteers also have a different relationship to the 
organization and therefore must be evaluated with criteria that are relevant.  Most 
active volunteers come to the organization with a commitment that is refreshing.  In 
other cases, the volunteer may possess special skills the organization can use in 
areas such as advertising, marketing, legal, or accounting.”  To effectively operate 
the usually understaffed arts organization, volunteers may be needed in may areas.  
They can help realize the mission of the organization and help fulfill its goals and 
objectives by covering key areas where staff resources are limited.  However, for the 
volunteers to be effective, as much attention must be paid to their job descriptions, 
recruitment, and training as for paid staff” 20 
 
Do we really need to manage volunteers in the same way that we manage paid 
staff?  Philip Kotler and Joanne Scheff in their book STANDING ROOM ONLY, 
point out that organizations often do not anticipate full output from their 
volunteers: 
 One manager of a large volunteer force has developed what he calls his 
“rule of thirds.”  One-third of his volunteer workforce works avidly with very little 
direction and encouragement, one-third will work only with considerable 
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motivation and are only effective with careful supervision, and one-third will not 
work at all under any circumstances.   
 
“Sadly, most nonprofits do not view their volunteers as strategic assets and have 
not developed ways to take full advantage of them. Volunteers, for example, can 
help nonprofits save money by providing technology services, developing 
programs, training staff, and conducting strategic planning, all without being paid a 
salary. Volunteers can also ease financial pressures by helping nonprofits raise 
money. Volunteers are effective fundraisers because their personal commitment to 
the organization’s mission makes them convincing advocates for the cause. In 
addition, volunteers are likely to donate to the organization at which they serve. 
Despite these benefits, few nonprofits use wide- scale volunteer mobilization as a 
principal funding strategy.” 21   
 
“Why are volunteers opting out? The 2003 Volunteer Management Capacity Study 
conducted by the Corporation for National and Com- munity Service (CNCS, the 
organization we are affiliated with), the Urban Institute, and the UPS Foundation 
provides some clues. The study concludes that fewer than half of nonprofits that 
manage volunteers have adopted a significant number of important volunteer 
management practices.” 
 
Here are five of the main reasons why volunteers are not returning; 
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1. Not Matching Volunteers’ Skills with Assignments. 
2. Failing to Recognize Volunteers’ Contributions.  
3. Not Measuring the Value of Volunteers. 
4. Failing to Train and Invest in Volunteers and Staff.  
5. Failing to Provide Strong Leadership. 
 
Peter Drucker offers some great advice on volunteers in his book, The Essential 
Drucker;  
What do these unpaid staff people themselves demand?  What makes them stay? 
And, of course, they can leave at any time.  Their first and most important demand 
is that the nonprofit have a clear mission, one that drives everything the 
organization does.  ……The second thing this new breed requires, indeed demands, 
is training, training, and more training.  And, in turn, the most effective way to 
motivate and hold veterans is to recognize their expertise and use them to train 
newcomers.”  
“And surely what the nonprofit contributes to the volunteer is as important as what 
the volunteer contributes to the nonprofit.  Indeed, it may be fully as important as 
the service, whether religious, educational, or welfare related, that the nonprofit 
provides in the community.”   
“When I ask them why they do it, far too many give the same answer: In my paying 
job there isn’t much challenge, not enough opportunity for achievement, not 
enough responsibility; and there is no mission, there is only expediency.”22  
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“Capacity building is an ongoing problem experienced by NPOs for a number of 
reasons. Most rely on external funding (government funds, grants from charitable 
foundations, direct donations) to maintain their operations and changes in these 
sources of revenue may influence the reliability or predictability with which the 
organization can hire and retain staff, sustain facilities, create programs, or maintain 
tax-exempt status. For example, a university that sells research to for-profit 
companies may have tax exemption problems. In addition, unreliable funding, long 
hours and low pay can result in employee retention problems. During 2009, the US 
government acknowledged this critical need by the inclusion of the Nonprofit 
Capacity Building Program in the Serve America Act. Further efforts to quantify the 
scope of the sector and propose policy solutions for community benefit were 
included in the Nonprofit Sector and Community Solutions Act, proposed during 
2010. 
Founder's syndrome is an issue organizations face as they grow. Dynamic founders 
with a strong vision of how to operate the project try to retain control of the 
organization, even as new employees or volunteers want to expand the project's 
scope or change policy.23 
 
Not for profit organizations can also take advantage of organizations like Business 
Volunteers for the Arts, or the BVA.   
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Regarding volunteers, Eileen M. Cunniffe, Director, Business Volunteers for the 
Arts and Business On Board and the Arts & Business Council of Greater 
Philadelphia told me that;  
“I do manage two skills-based volunteer programs, BVA and Business On Board, 
and anecdotally I know that some arts organizations are better than others at 
receiving consulting support and engaging board members effectively.  Some 
organizations are very receptive to consulting projects, others either don’t want to 
hear what consultants recommend, or may agree completely but do not have the 
resources to act on the recommendations (or they try, but have varying degrees of 
success with implementing ideas).  Some groups actively engage new board 
members, welcome new ideas, keep people involved over time; others are less 
effective at working with boards, for a host of reasons.   
  
Also, there are some groups that I meet with and describe our BVA service to who 
don’t follow through and request a BVA project—that sort of gets at what you are 
asking, but I can’t quantify how often that happens, and in some cases these groups 
may simply realize that they are not yet ready to receive the kind of support we 
offer; sometimes they come back after 2-3 years and we do successfully place 
someone with them.” 
I believe that time is the one common aspect here that is lacking.  I realize that in 
not-for-profit organizations, time is one of the most valuable commodities, but in 
order to get more return on investment, and indeed more time back into your core 
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competencies, arts and culture organizations will need to invest more time in 
volunteers.  They cannot just be “counted on”. They need to understand the 
organization, the mission and the purpose of what they do.  They also need effective 
training to find how their skills will best match the organizations needs.  And there 
needs to be follow through by the organization to ensure there is true recognition 
and interaction that is meaningful to the volunteers.  Without those aspects, we fail 
to take advantage of the wonderful resources we have in volunteers.     
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Joanne Fritz, sums it up in her article called, What Do Your Volunteers Want? 
Were she talks through 10 Ways to Make Volunteers Happy.   
1. Volunteers want you to be prepared for them. 
2. Volunteers want to feel welcomed. 
3. Volunteers want good training. 
4. Volunteers want to do interesting work. 
5. Volunteers want to know up front how much time the job will take. 
6. Volunteers want to be appreciated. 
7. Volunteers want to be communicated with. 
8. Volunteers want to know that they are helping to make the world a better 
place. 
9. Volunteers want to be socially connected. 
10. Volunteers want to learn something new. 
Ensure that NFPO’s don’t have a capacity problem.  Changes are common, but if 
volunteers feel that they are under appreciated, under trained or don’t have 
direction, they will leave.    
Not for profit organizations have an opportunity to grow and thrive with the right 
volunteers.  It will take direction, training, engagement, communication and trust, 
but it can also have enough positive impact to change an organization.     
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